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MuriPueriTrium

Chapter 1: Crossing the Wall

The three boys played together nearly every day. They called
themselves ‘MuriPueriTrium‛ which is Old Roman for ‘The Three Wall
Boys‛. This was a secret name that they had made up for themselves
because they lived at Castellum Collis, a big fort on the Valle Antoninus.
They used a secret sign to communicate with each other which they
scratched on the ground.

They also had their own war cry, which Davidus had invented.
‘TO ME, TO ME, TO ME, MuriPueriTrium‛, shouted Davidus,
as loudly as he could.
‘ONE FOR ALL AND ALL FOR ONE‛, shouted Flavio.
‘THE STRENGTH OF THREE‛, shouted Euan.
‘TO ME, TO ME, TO ME, MuriPueriTrium‛, the three boys
shouted together.
The boys became friends because their fathers worked together
every day, just as the boys played together every day. Their families
lived at the Wall, the Wall of Antoninus. In Old Roman language, it was
the Valle Antoninus.
One morning the boys met to decide what they would do that
day and, because it was not a learning day, they were free to do as
they wished. It was the sort of late September day they really liked,
warm and sunny with a light breeze, and still quite warm. The boys
wore Roman style tunics and roman sandals but Davidus‛ clothes
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and shoes were very colourful and made of expensive materials, even
for playing. He was a very important boy.
The truth was that the MuriPueriTrium could be quite naughty
and disobedient, especially when they wanted to go somewhere they
had been told not to go. These were dangerous times in the year 152
AD, especially in the lands to the north of the Valle Antoninus where
the Pictish people lived.
Davidus was the oldest, their Primus, the Leader, was nearly
twelve; he was the son of the Governor Aurelius Maximus and as he
sat astride his horse he towered above the other two boys. He rode
Bruna everywhere, as his Dad had told him to do, so that everyone
would know how important he was. He did not get much exercise and
was not very fit. He liked to eat lots of food, especially sweet things,
and was quite a bit overweight.
‘I, Davidus Maximus, do greet you Flavio, fellow MuriPueriTrium.‛
As he said this he held his right hand over his heart, which was
the secret salute the boys used between them to show that they were
‘true friends‛.
Another rule that Davidus had made was that the MuriPueriTrium
always had to shout the name of a person at the first greeting each
day but after that he said it would be rude to shout. Davidus liked
making up rules; he made them up all the time. This annoyed the other
two boys but they could not say anything. Davidus‛ Dad was the
Governor of Valle Antoninus, and so Davidus said they must call him
the Primus of the MuriPueriTrium. To be fair to Davidus, he was a good
and kind friend and always had lots of food to share, carried in Bruna‛s
shoulder sacks; this was really nice food, sometimes unusual and much
nicer than the other boys got at home.
‘Davidus Maximus, Primus MuriPueriTrium, I do offer
greetings to you, from your true friend Flavio, and fellow
MuriPueriTrium.
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And greetings to you too, Bruna Scotticus, finest horse in all
Scotland, who carries Davidus Primus with such grace and ease.‛
Flavio also held his right hand over his heart in their secret
salute. Flavio was six, the youngest and smallest, but he was strong
and wiry and very quick. He was the fastest runner of all the boys who
lived in their area, and faster than most grown-ups, even over long
distances. Flavio could expect to become a Roman citizen when he
reached twelve, because of his father, Marcus Fortimus, who was
Primus Centurion of the Sixth Legion of the Roman Army, making him
the second most important man at Castellum Collis, after Davidus‛
father.
Marcus Fortimus‛ job was to defend this part of the Valle
Antoninus from the Pictish and to keep the area safe and under control.
Marcus Fortimus had been made a Roman citizen because he was strong
and brave in battles and a very wise leader of his men. Flavio always
tried to be like his father, just as Davidus tried to be like his father.
Bruna gave a little snorty snuffle and stamped her right foot
three times hard on the ground, which was her way of saying ‘Hi Flavio‛.
She nuzzled close to the boy to find out if he had anything good to eat
in his little sack, called a bulla, which hung by a cord from his waist.
Again she was disappointed; Flavio ate everything edible that he could
get his hands on.

Bruna was a small brown Scottish horse about the size of a pony.
She looked quite fat with a round tummy, short legs and a long
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black tail almost touching the ground. This tail could be a pest as it
would swish suddenly right into your eyes and make them water for
ages. She had large dark brown eyes with black pupils and a black
streak down her face from between her ears to the start of her small
black nose. Her ears always pointed straight up which made her look
a bit silly, like a donkey. But Bruna was not silly; she was very clever
and wise. And ferocious in defence of the boys, biting, butting and
kicking hard and stamping with her sharp hooves. She was like a big
sister to them.
‘I, Davidus Maximus do greet you Euan Robinicus, fellow
MuriPueriTrium.‛
Euan, who had been standing a little apart of the other two Roman
boys, stepped forward. He was the third member of the
MuriPueriTrium. He was not a Roman, he was local boy, eight years old.
He was tall and slim and looked like a smaller version of his father.
‘Greetings to you Davidus Maximus, Primus MuiriPeuriTrium.‛
He held his right hand over his heart, as required by their ritual.
Davidus had insisted on this.
‘And Salve Bruna. How are you, sister to the MuriPueriTrium?‛
Euan and Flavio had already greeted each other earlier while they
had waited for Davidus at their secret spot, behind a bush, near to
the rear gate to Castellum Collis. Davidus had sworn them to secrecy
about this gate. Only a few very important people knew it existed.
Davidus used it when he wanted to go in and out without being noticed
by his Mum. The other two MuriPueriTrium had not yet been allowed
to use it. Euan had a bit of carrot in his back-sack for Bruna who did
her snorty snuffle and stamped her foot three times again to say hello.
Euan and his family were local people, not Roman citizens. They
were not untamed like the Pictish. In fact most of the local people
who lived close to the Wall were very clever and hard-working, like
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Euan‛s Dad, Robinicus Altimus Scotticus. He was the Chief Wall
Engineer responsible for building Castellum Collis, and making it strong
and safe. He was a special kind of working soldier called an ‘Auxiliary‛
who seldom did any fighting. His job was to organise all the work to
keep the fort and the nearby length of the Wall in good repair. It was
a difficult job because the Governor Aurelius Maximus was mean with
money and resources, often saying a sharp ‘NO!‛ when Robinicus Altimus
asked for new supplies.
Although Euan was the quietest of the three boys, he was clever.
He was already an excellent hunter and fisherman and very skilled in
the ways of the countryside and nature. Euan had a hunting sling, a
short stabbing spear with a pointed tip made of very hard stone called
flint, and a small sharp flint knife which he kept in a back-sack together
with all sorts of other useful things. He also had a hunting dog, called
Fleco.
Fleco was Euan‛s true best friend. He was a huge three year old
male, mainly black and white with a few smudges of brown. Euan‛s Mum
Katiana had helped Euan to train the dog, right from a puppy. From the
start Fleco was quick to understand new things and could spot problems
and dangers and did his best to try to ‘herd‛ the MuriPueriTrium away
from danger, to keep them out of trouble. But like the boys the dog
loved going to new places, finding new smells. He was a very fast runner
and could catch rabbits and sometimes even hares, if he could surprise
them.
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A funny thing about hares is that although they can run a lot
faster than rabbits, they often try to escape by lying perfectly still,
acting dead, hoping you might just walk past without spotting them.
That was why Fleco was so good at catching them; he did not run about
barking when he was hunting. He just walked very quietly, almost
crouching, sneaking along and keeping his eyes and his ears wide alert,
and sniffing all the time using his big wet black nose. Every few minutes
he would stop, peer all round and listen while taking in long sniffs,
concentrating, checking out everything.
Fleco gave the tiniest of yippy barks to say ‘Hi everybody‛ and
then lay down at Euan‛s feet and looked up at the various faces,
listening to what the boys would do today. This was boring for him
because, like Flavio, Fleco was full of energy and wanted to do
something. He hoped that the boys would not go fishing today. He often
found fishing a bit boring; sometimes he would sneak just a little way
away, to see if he could catch rabbits, hares or voles or even find
beetles or berries: anything to eat because, like Bruna and Flavio, Fleco
was always hungry.
Bruna snorted and stamped her foot three times and looked at
Fleco. The little horse and the big dog were great friends and had
enjoyed many adventures together. Bruna had been Davidus‛ horse for
nearly five years. She had been given to him by his Dad for his sixth
birthday. At fifteen now, she was fully grown, and even though she was
small she was very strong and determined. She was used to these three
naughty boys and all their tricks and she too did her best to keep them
out of trouble. But she had a hard job on her hands.
One other thing about Bruna: she was quite smelly; in two ways.
Firstly, her coat was smelly especially around her tummy because her
short legs meant it was so near the ground. That was her ordinary
smell and you soon got used to it. But she often farted, issuing really
pongy gassy smells, to show she was annoyed or because she did not
like someone. Unless you were used to it, a really ‘ripe juicy one‛, as
Flavio called them, could be so strong that it made
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your eyes water and burned the inside of your nose. If she was really
angry, she would fart and bray loudly together, which hurt your eyes,
your nose and your ears if you were too close to her. Most people at
Castellum Collis had learned to give the little horse a wide berth.
After Euan, Bruna was Fleco‛s next best friend. He really liked
her ordinary wet tummy smell; to him it was like perfume and he could
smell it from more than a thousand strides. The dog had an excellent
nose for smells and if Bruna sent him a fart message he could smell it
from as much as a mile away, if the wind was in the right direction,
even if it was too weak for humans to smell. And Fleco had excellent
eyesight as well. Most dogs just have either good eyesight or a good
sense of smell but Fleco had both. He had a quick brain too and he was
a great fighter, like Flavio and Bruna.
Fleco was smelly too but in a wet doggy way, because he loved
water. His favourite thing of all was to lie down in smelly, muddy
puddles. If there was a dead animal or pooh of any kind he loved to
roll in it. To him these things had a really nice perfume. But Fleco didn‛t
‘let one go‛ nearly as much as Bruna. She was definitely a champion at
farting.
Davidus was smelly too. Like many Romans at that time he seldom
actually washed. In those days many people thought washing was bad
for you. Instead of washing he used strong perfume oil. When you met
him at first he really ponged but after a few minutes you didn‛t seem
to notice it. Probably Flavio and Euan smelled a bit but in a boy way,
from getting dirty and sweaty by running about and splashing through
puddles.
So if you happened to meet the MuriPueriTrium, the first thing
that would hit you would be a several different big smells in your
nostrils. But you might not notice too much, as you might be smelly too.
And if you did not know anything about them you might think that the
MuriPueriTrium were weak; just three young boys with a wee fat horse
and a big hairy dog. But they were not weak. The
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MuriPueriTrium could defend themselves if they had to, using their
brains as well as their fighting skills.
Some people, (mainly the Soldiers and other important people
from Castellum Collis), used the Roman Baths to cleanse themselves.
In fact the Baths were like a social club for meeting friends, to catch
up on everyone‛s news, for cracking jokes, and for getting a heat in
winter, rather than for actual washing. The bathers sat in hot rooms
to make them sweat a lot, then used sharp stones to scrape the sweaty
dirt off their skins. Most Romans soldiers did not use soap at that
time because it was very expensive. Then, if they could afford it, they
used perfume oil to rub all over themselves, like Davidus.
Flavio was already bored; like Fleco he needed action. He hated
these discussions as they tried to agree what to do. Flavio just wanted
to do something. Anything! Why did they need all this talking about it
first? He opened his bulla and looked again at his little knife, a birthday
present from his Dad. Smiling broadly he wrapped it again into its cloth
and put it back into his bulla.
Fleco was listening to Davidus talking and heard the word ‘tactics’
for the first time. Flavio slumped down beside Fleco and started
play-fighting, which they both loved, rubbing the dog‛s tummy hard in
a tickly, tickly way which made the big dog close his eyes and yipple in
ecstasy. Flavio wanted to get a dog of his own but this was not allowed.
As the son of a Roman citizen, Flavio was not even supposed to touch
Fleco, or any dog. Fleco grabbed one of Flavio‛s hands in his mouth but
only held it gently and did not bite it.
There were several packs of wild scavenging dogs near the
fort; they were vicious and carried terrible diseases. They had
descended from wolves and roamed about, trying to steal food
from the farms near the Wall, on the tame southern side, the
civilized side. These marauding packs could suddenly attack anyone
and would even kill and drag away small children. There were
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different hungry packs near Castellum Collis and the soldiers who
guarded the Wall were always on the look-out for them, trying to kill
them if they could get near enough or at least frighten them away.
Wild dogs were a major problem in the whole Valle Antoninus area and
the boys had to watch out for them. That‛s why Bruna and Fleco were
so important, for extra protection.
‘I, Davidus, have learned today the great importance of tactics.
There are various kinds of tactics of which we all must learn and put
into practice if we are to succeed in our lives. For example, there are
…’
Davidus was giving them another of his great rambling talks. This
time it was about something he heard his Dad talking to Maximus
Fortimus about that morning. Euan stood patiently listening and learning
from him.
Flavio piped up, ‘Fancy going down to the Baths to see if we can
sneak in for a heat and maybe get some of those biscuit things they
have down there?‛
‘No!‛ said Davidus, who hated being interrupted. As usual Davidus
did not suggest what else they might do instead and so his sharp ‘No!‛
reply was very annoying. The boys knew not to argue with Davidus. He
would not change his mind now. Davidus almost never changed his mind.
But Flavio had learned that if he was interrupted enough, Davidus
would completely forget what his ‘very important information‛ was all
about. Davidus was just about to re-start his great talk about ‘tactics‛
when Flavio shouted again.
‘Well, fancy going to that farm in Verdus Hollow with the new
baby pigs then? They are so funny! Running about squealing, with the
kittens trying to catch them as if they were mice.‛
‘No!‛ said Davidus.
‘I need your help,‛ said Euan quietly. He said nothing else, waiting,
knowing it was best to let Davidus take charge and let him start asking
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‘Oh, and what help do you need of us, Euan Robinicus?‛ said
Davidus, copying his father‛s pompous way of speaking.
‘Yes, Euan, what can we do to help?‛ added Flavio, suddenly sitting
up and putting his arm around the big dog‛s neck. ‘Go on tell us Fleco,
you great smelly brute, how can we help you and Euan?‛
Flavio had his head buried in the dog‛s tummy now and was blowing
into it making ‘Grrrrr‛ noises. Fleco, who was lying on his back, started
to ‘Grrrrr‛ too with pleasure.
‘Well, it‛s a bit tricky and frankly a bit too dangerous really. But
I‛ve promised my Aunty I would get her a big trout for her dinner and
I want to go to Rubeaquacameli Loch to try again for Trottus Enormus.‛

‘Yes! Yes, Oh Yes, Oh Yes!‛ screeched Flavio, jumping to his feet,
showing that he had been listening after all.
As soon as Fleco had heard the word Rubeaquacameli he sensed
that something bad and dangerous was being discussed and jumped up
barking loudly. He ran around the three boys and the horse at
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high speed, as if they were stray sheep, trying to herd them together,
to keep them here, where it was safe.
Euan called Fleco to heel, but otherwise stayed silent. It all
depended on Davidus as their Primus, their Leader. What Davidus said
would decide whether they went or not. The big chubby boy sat on his
horse and thought about the idea of going north of the Wall again.
Bruna caught the tension from Fleco, stamped her hoof, shook
her head and brayed.
‛Neigh! Neigh! Neigh!‛
She let out an extra strong ‘message‛ and everyone knew that
she was against the idea.
Davidus remained silent, thinking, shoving his knees hard into
Bruna‛s sides.
‛Bruna! Stand still!‛
Flavio had his little knife in his hand, running around and flashing
his ‘sword‛ and stabbing at imaginary enemies, Flavio had already had
many lessons on sword fighting, but only with wooden swords.
‘In the name of Antoninus Pius, I repel you! Fight for your lives
you weaklings! How dare you attack us Romans!‛
Davidus remained silent for a long time, thinking carefully over
all that had happened last time. His Mum had reminded him several
times now. If he went north of the Wall again he would be punished
‘severely‛. She had not said what the punishment would be. Perhaps he
would get no sweet things to eat for a month? Or maybe even two
months?
The longest punishment so far had been no sweets for two
weeks and forbidden to go out to play. Davidus hated to do without
sweet things. But he hated even more to have to miss out on playing
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the other two MuriPueriTrium. Stuck at home alone he had no one to
boss about, no one to ‘train‛.
Euan decide to try a tactic.
‘But don‛t worry if you can‛t come with me other MuriPueriTrium,
Fleco and I will be fine, we‛ll do it alone‛.
Davidus would not like the idea that perhaps Euan thought he was
too afraid to go to the north side again. Euan watched Davidus‛ face
intently and could see that his tactic was about to succeed.
Davidus puffed himself up in the saddle and spoke at last in his
most pompous voice.
‘Certainly not, Euan Robinicus! You are a MuriPueriTrium! You
are our true friend and you are in need of our help and so you will not
go alone. The MuriPueriTrium do not act alone. All for One, and One
for All!‛
Davidus clasped the handle of his little sword tightly in his right
hand. It was held in a scabbard which hung on a cord around his waist.
He seldom drew this sword. He was hopeless with it. It was more like
an ornament, to show everyone how important he was.
‘We too shall venture forth with you, we too will travel into the
dangerous Northern Lands of the Pictish, we too shall go with you to
Rubeaquacameli Loch and we too shall share in the triumph of catching
Trottus Enormous for your most hungry Aunt!‛
‘Andiamus!‛ he shouted, immediately wheeling Bruna around and
digging his heels into her sides to make her go northwards, towards
the Wall, a direction that she knew very well that she should not be
going. Bruna hated it when Davidus bullied her like that and so she gave
Davidus a little buck and he almost fell off, which made the other two
boys giggle, (behind his back of course), as they trotted after the
horse with Fleco running alongside at Euan‛s right heel, in his ‘protector‛
position.
The MuriPueriTrium had been to Rubeaquacameli Loch several
times before and in the Spring Euan had hooked Trottus Enormus.
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They had all seen the big fish jump right out of the water with Euan‛s
hook in its mouth before his line had slipped out of his hand and the
Trottus Enormus had escaped. But getting over the Wall without being
seen was not easy. Then they would need to run for more than 400
strides to reach the cover of the Birch Woods.
“Fermate! In the name of Aurelius Maximus, Fermate!”
‘Fermate‛ meant ‘Stop at once!‛ It had to be obeyed. It was the
Law. The boys well remembered that time when they had not made it
to the cover of the Birch Woods. They had been caught by the soldiers,
then punished by their mothers and warned never to try it again.
This time, they stopped at the foot of the Wall and waited as a
Unit of Roman Soldiers marched along the top of the Wall in their
direction.
‘How can we do this Davidus?‛ said Flavio, ‛they‛ll catch us again
for sure.‛
Euan made a suggestion.
'Davidus, perhaps you could tell the Soldiers that there might
be a pack of stray dogs over there, heading towards the farms at
Verdus Hollow.'
Davidus sat on Bruna and thought about it. He knew it was a ruse;
but it could be true, sheep or chickens disappeared every day. Then
he remembered what his Father had said earlier.
'I shall employ a diversionary tactic.'
He whirled Bruna around with a sharp jerk on her nose rope and
kicked her sides hard, just as he had seen his Dad do on his much
bigger horse, and rode her to the top of the Wall and stopped right
in front of the Unit, blocking their path.
There were eight soldiers in this Unit and Adolphus was their
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Primus. Adolphus was a big dark-haired man with a permanent angry
scowl. The Unit marched quickly, in the Roman way, at the double.
They could do this for hour after hour without stopping so that after
a few hours they could usually travel further than most people could
run during the same time.

Adolphus knew very well who Davidus was and stopped for him
and ordered his men to stand to ‘Attention!‛ Adolphus was an important
man, a battle-hardened soldier, already promoted to be in charge of
this group of tough fighting men. He hated to do it, but he greeted
Davidus first, as he knew he had to; this boy was even more important
than he was.
'I, Adolphus di Napoli, salute you Davidus Maximus Aurelius
Quintus Dominus Romulus.‛
'I, Davidus Maximus salute you Adolphus di Napoli and thank
you for your greeting. Your men are in good order and I shall so tell
my father. He will be pleased, I am sure.'
Adolphus was relieved to hear this compliment and beamed a big
smile. He was very wary of Davidus who sometimes had a very sharp
tongue. Adolphus had been in trouble before as a result of things that
this tubby boy had told to his father.
‘How may I help you Master Davidus Maximus?'
Adolphus did not formally greet the other two boys; Roman
Soldiers did not acknowledge mere boys when they were on duty. A
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Roman Soldier was a very important job in those days. But Adolphus
turned his head slightly and winked at Flavio; he knew this small boy
well; he was often in the Soldiers‛ Barracks with his Father. Adolphus
and Flavio had practised fighting with wooden practice swords. This
small boy was so quick and lively it was hard to get near enough to ‘stab‛
him without getting a whack on the shin in return. Flavio would be a
great soldier someday, like his Father.
'I, Davidus Maximus, wish to inform you Adolphus di Napoli that
there is the possibility of a large pack of angry and unkempt canines
in a vicious mood which are thought to be roaming in the southern
vicinities of the Wall, over there, near Verdus Hollow.'
Davidus waved his hand vaguely to the South. He liked doing this
vague waving. He had seen his Father do this often when giving orders.
Adolphus really hated this annoying way that high-up Romans like
Davidus and his father spoke, always using big words and saying 'wish
to inform you' and 'probably' and ‘southern vicinities‛ and so on. Why
could the boy not just say, 'there‛s a pack of wild dogs heading towards
'Verdus Hollow ‘? That's the way Marcus Fortimus spoke when he gave
information or orders. Then you knew right away what was being said.
All this ‘faffing‛ about with great big words and big long sentences
made Adolphus's head hurt.
But Adolphus could recognise an 'Order' even when it was mixed
up in fancy words. He and his men hated chasing dogs but everyone
knew that wild dogs could do lots of damage. If he did not go at once
this boy would tell his father and he would get into serious trouble.
'I, Adolphus di Napoli, do thank you Master Davidus Maximus for
this news. Now Master, if you will permit me, I‛ll take my men and try
to kill these dogs.'
'I Davidus do grant you leave to go. Salve, Adolphus di Napoli.'
'Salve Master Davidus Maximus.'
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The Soldiers formed up two abreast into rows with Adolphus at
the front left-hand side as Primus, and ran off at a ‘fast trot‛. Roman
Soldiers seldom ran flat out. Instead, by using this ‘fast trot‛ pace,
they could run for an hour, have a five minute break for a drink or
snack, then run for another hour, and so on, all day, for all the available
daylight hours, and even into the night, if necessary. Roman Soldiers
were fit, strong and the best fighting men in the World. This is why
the Roman Empire had managed to reach all the way to Scotland. But
the Romans found the Pictish in Scotland difficult to conquer. Pictish
would rather sneak about a few at a time and attack suddenly from an
ambush. They would not stand out in the open in big groups to fight,
which is what the Romans were good at. The Romans found the Pictish
difficult to control and so never fully conquered Scotland.
As soon the Soldiers disappeared out of sight Flavio shouted,
'Well done Davidus!'
‘Quick, let's make a run for it,‛ suggested Euan.
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Chapter 2: Rubeaquacameli Loch
The Wall was very high with a boggy moat on the north side. They
clambered over it and plowtered through the mud to the firmer ground
beyond. Flavio was off, running at high speed, with Fleco just ahead
of him.
'You may jump up with me Euan and conserve your strength for
the hunt of Trottus Enormus', said Davidus, offering an arm.
Euan had never been on a horse before. In fact, he had never
touched Davidus before, except to help him onto Bruna. Only Romans
could touch other Romans. Euan would have preferred to run but could
not offend Davidus with a refusal. It was difficult to stay on the
bouncy little horse as his arms were not long enough to wrap around
Davidus‛ tummy, so he grasped his tunic and held on tightly.
Soon the boys were safely hidden in the Birch Woods. Euan was
pleased to be back on his own feet again. They headed off at once
towards Rubeaquacameli Loch, moving quickly but quietly, without
talking, afraid now that they were in Pictish territory, in danger of
being captured.
If they were captured the Pictish would see at once that Davidus
was important by his fine clothing, his horse and his jewelled sword,
and would try to ransom him. They might want Bruna for themselves
or sell her to the highest bidder. If they learned that Flavio was from
a rich Roman family they might try to ransom him too. Anyone who
caught them could get rich. Because Euan was a local person, they might
let him go; or they might kill him, in case he could identify them later.
Now the boys spoke only in whispers. Fleco did not bark, staying
at Euan's right heel, alert and ready to protect him. The boys wore
strange ‘smiles‛ on their faces, pretending this was great fun, and that
they were not scared. Although they could have stopped and gone back
at any time, they were brave and determined. Now that they had
started, they wanted to succeed. This time they had made it to the
Birch Woods without hearing the dreaded
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‘Fermate!‛ being called after them. After a few minutes rest to
catch their breath, gradually they began to relax and to feel braver.
It took them about an hour to reach the top of the hill above
Rubeaquacameli Loch. The sun was shining brightly and there was no
wind now. They stood beside a tall tree and looked down at the loch in
dismay.
'Look at that water, so still and shiny, and not a single ‘fish ring‛,‛
said Euan. ‘This is useless! We need a bit of cloud and a little wind,
enough to give a nice ripple. The fish will all be down near the bottom,
hiding from the Ospreys.’
Trout make fish rings by rising to the surface to swallow a fly.
Trout eat lots of flies and water insects although they will happily eat
small fish and tadpoles too. Trout like to feed on nice juicy worms best
of all, when they get washed down off the surrounding land by heavy
rain and floods.
Euan always used worms on his hooks which he made from chicken
bones. His Dad had shown him how to make his first few hooks and now
Euan was an expert. And for this trip he had made a new stronger
fishing string; it was coated in animal grease so that it would not rot
in the water. It too was in his back-sack with his best hook firmly tied
to it.
'I, Davidus, have brought ‘refreshments‛ for us. It is now noon,
which I deem to be a good time for us to stop and eat.'
These refreshments were carried in Bruna‛s shoulder bags. There
was a wide variety of meats, cheeses, breads and sweet things to
choose from with a large leather flask of red grape juice to wash it
down. Flavio unfastened them and spread the food before them. There
was enough for six fully grown men, not three young boys. Davidus had
a large appetite. And, despite his small size, Flavio ate lots too, to keep
his energy levels up. Euan was a good eater too.
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Fleco lay down right in front of Davidus and stared up into the
boy's eyes, trying to hypnotise him into throwing some food. The dog
was good at this and soon he had a good pile of food to eat. In those
days dogs usually only got whatever food scraps they could find lying
about. Davidus was a main source of food for Fleco. Soon all of the
food was gone, washed down by the juice.
Davidus lay back for a snooze as he often did after a meal.
Romans did that to help digest their food.
Flavio climbed the big tree.
Bruna wandered off to eat grass and nibble leaves from the trees.
She ate all sorts of unusual shrubs and plants which she used to make
her smelly messages.
Soon Davidus was fast asleep, snoring loudly.
Euan found a strong stick and sharpened the point for digging.
He never used his stabbing spear just in case he hit a hard stone and
blunted the spear tip. He searched for a good spot to root for worms
and soon he had a pile which he put into a leather bag with some damp
earth, to keep the worms alive and fresh so that they would wriggle
in the water when he fixed them to his hook.
He reached into his back-sack and took out his fishing things
and laid them out carefully. Lying beside him Fleco watched everything.
Then the boy hunted about for ages, looking for just the right stone
to act as a fishing weight. He was a bit of an expert on stones and
always had a good supply of smaller ones in his back-sack
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to use with his sling for killing birds for the pot and stunning rabbits,
and a few bigger ones for throwing at stray dogs to chase them away
from sheep and chickens. But for Trottus Enormus he needed a heavier
stone with a groove for tying onto the end of his fishing line. After a
few minutes he found one that suited and tied it to the main line with
a short length of weaker string which would break if he hooked a fish,
so that the stone would not snag on the bottom. If that happened the
fish might wriggle off the hook.
He checked everything twice over making sure all the knots were
tight and that the fishing string was not kinked, that it would run
freely. If required he wanted to be able to throw the line far out into
the loch, near to a fish ring. He re-packed everything carefully into a
cloth sack and then into his back-sack. He was ready to fish.
From the top of the tree Flavio was spying out the land, looking
all around. A long way off was the line of a small part of the Wall
peeking between gaps in the hills. Looking down at the loch he spotted
a line of big fish rings on the far side where the hill sloped down steeply
into the Loch. It was very deep on that side with lots of overhanging
trees and the boys usually avoided going there in case they slipped into
the deep water.
Davidus and Flavio could not swim; in those days Romans thought
that swimming in cold lochs was uncouth. They hated the idea of
swimming in water with fish and insects in it. And the water on that
side of the loch could be much colder because it was deeper and
shaded; it looked very dark; frightening. The boys usually stayed at
this side, to fish where it was shallower, and there were a few good
places where you could easily get fish up onto the bank without getting
the fishing line caught up in the trees and sunken branches.
‘It's TROTTUS ENORMUS!‛ screamed Flavio, at the top of his
voice, completely forgetting to stay quiet.
‘Look! Over there guys, under the big trees, over on the far side!
Can‛t you see the fish rings?‛
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'I, Davidus, do not these fish rings see!' Davidus shouted back
up to Flavio.
'Yes, there, Davidus,' said Euan, in a low voice, standing close to
Davidus and pointing over his shoulder.
Flavio dreeped down out of the tree, let go from quite high up,
dropping the last bit to the ground. He bounced forwards head over
heels and sprang to his feet, unhurt as usual.
'Right guys, let's go!‛ he yelled. ‘Let's get down there and catch
it before it dives down to the bottom again and we lose it! COME ON!'
Flavio raced off towards the far bank, crashing noisily downhill
through the bushes and swinging around the trunks of the bigger trees
like a monkey.
'I, Davidus, will also go to the far bank with you Flavio‛, said
Davidus, waving vaguely towards the direction of the now invisible
Flavio. ‘And you too must come, Euan, as you are our fisherman. But
first, assist me to mount Bruna.'
Davidus always had trouble getting back up onto Bruna and Euan
helped him, giving his wide bottom a hefty shove.
Although he tried to conceal it, Davidus was excited too and they
went off so quickly that no one noticed that he had left his small sword
lying propped up against the big tree. Because of the jewel it was
probably worth more than Bruna. But for Davidus this sword was more
for show, a symbol of his importance. He was hopeless as a fighter and
usually kept the sword in its harness on his waist. He would get into
severe trouble from his Father if he lost it.
Reluctantly Bruna made her way down through the woods and let
out a big smelly ‘complaint‛ to show her displeasure. Euan and Fleco
walked behind quietly but off to one side out of the way of her pong.
'I, Davidus will devise 'winning tactics' for this pursuit of the
great fish. We shall capture Trottus Enormus for the hungry Old
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Aunt of your Family, Euan. Do not worry, young man, today we shall win
the prize. The Old Lady will sleep well tonight, her belly filled with
sweet trout flesh.'
Euan wanted to say to Davidus that it would be a really good idea
to stop talking so loudly, or even stop talking at all, but he knew he
could not.
When Davidus was excited he always talked loudly, and now he
was almost shouting. And he kept ‘talking‛ in his usual pompous manner,
all the way down through the woods until they caught up with Flavio.
The youngest boy had already climbed the biggest tree and crawled
out along its longest overhanging branch. Sitting astride it he waved
down to the other two boys with his feet dangling high above the water.
‘Look guys, there he is, TROTTUS ENORMOUS!‛
Euan saw his chance and said quietly, but earnestly, 'Flavio, it
may be a wise for us all to keep quiet and sit still or we may frighten
away Trottus Enormus.'
'Cease Flavio!‛ said Davidus loudly.
‘I, Davidus, command that all persons here present must speak
quietly and must refrain from unnecessary movement. This I command
you so to do, in the name of Aurelius Maximus.'
Euan thought it would have been better if Davidus had used even
a normal voice instead of shouting, but at least Flavio obeyed.
Trottus Enormous rose again, this time jumping clear of the water
and landing with a huge splash, leaving a giant fish ring. He was feeding
freely which would make him easier to catch. Euan was excited now
that the big fish was so near.
He spoke again, this time almost in a whisper. 'I think it would
be best if Flavio came down from the tree to let me go up onto that
branch to drop my line down from there.'
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'I, Davidus so do command that you Flavio do come down from
that tree and allow Euan there so to climb.‛
Thankfully this time Davidus spoke in a much quieter voice. He
too was impressed by the great size of the fish.
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Chapter 3: Danger

The boys had not escaped notice.
Three Pictish were out hunting with throwing spears, longer
and slimmer that Euan‛s short strong stabbing one. They were in the
woods high above the boys and had been tracking a roe deer and her
fawn for hours, hoping that the deer would lie down for a rest. It
was hard to get close enough to the deer to kill them and they would
only succeed if they were lucky and if they kept very quiet; deer
have excellent hearing and are very easily spooked.
It was difficult to hunt deer and this little group were not
actually very good at it, especially since the youngest one was a bit
dim and kept standing on dry twigs causing them to crack loudly.
Once he had even had even started to talk, loudly, to ask a daft
question; and once he had complained that he was hungry and
thirsty. Both times he received a sharp whack on the back of his
head from Tork, the leader. They had been hunting like this from
first light and had caught nothing. Now they were hungry, thirsty
and frustrated.
At first they were really angry at this noise from the boys. It
spooked the deer and they ran off and disappeared. Then the
hunters started to worry, thinking it meant that Roman Soldiers
from the Wall were out hunting for them. They crouched down
instinctively to hide, sitting quietly, down on their hunkers, becoming
almost invisible.
When they realised that the voices were from boys they
started to smile. But they stayed down, listening; when they heard
that one boy‛s voice was very ‘posh‛, they became excited. The
hunters concentrated hard, looking in the direction of the sound,
staring, listening and raising their noses high in the air - they were
sniffing too, just like Fleco did when he was hunting. The hunters
were downwind of the boys and could easily smell Bruna‛s emissions
and Davidus‛ perfume.
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Tork, their leader, a small wiry man of about 25, used his fingers
in a special sign language to say to the other two hunters, 'two boys,
Romans, one horse'. Euan and Fleco had kept so quiet they had escaped
detection.
Tork was not a nice man; he was tough, harsh, a bully, always
making other people do what he wanted. If they did not do it, he would
hit them: hard. He had very bad teeth which ached a lot and made him
bad tempered and gave him horrible stinking breath. He was always
angry; about everything.
The Pictish hunters did not move towards the boys but stayed
where they were, crouching, speaking only in quiet whispers, listening,
gathering information with their ears, concealed in the dense woodland
in the hill above the boys. The sat like that for ages, not moving,
keeping absolutely still and mostly silent. If anyone had passed them,
even close to them, they would have seemed invisible.
The older man, Kento, was tiny, even smaller than the other one,
the boy Saltim. The small man was grey-haired and had a thin wispy
grey beard. He was old and weary and moved quite slowly nowadays.
He used sign language back and nodding his head, confirming what he
heard, 'two boys, Romans, one horse'.
Saltim nodded his head but did not sign. It was not his place, he
was just a junior hunter, aged only 13, (boys older than 12 were thought
of as being men); this was only his second hunting trip with Tork. He
was a slow learner and his head was very sore. He hated Tork now but
was scared of him. He wished he had never asked to go hunting with
them. He should have stayed at home. It was too dangerous here, near
the Wall. He was sweating a lot and the palms of his hands were damp.
His mouth was dry, his head was throbbing. He wanted to turn and run
away, try to find his way back home. But if he ran away he would be
made fun of back at the tribe. And probably Tork would give him a
beating too.
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Back at the loch Flavio had obeyed and had climbed back down
beside Davidus and Bruna.
Ewan’s father had just laughed when he told him of losing a big
fish because the line had slipped out of his hand.

‘Euan, it‛s best to tie a stick on the end of the line, it makes it
easier to keep hold of it. And use a good big one, so that if you do let
it go it will float on the surface and you can swim out after it.‛
Euan found a large stick and tied the end of the string to it and
checked the knot twice, tugging hard on the string to make sure it was
firmly attached. Then he stabbed his little spear into the soft ground,
well away from the roots of the big tree and climbed up onto the
branch of the tree and sat astride it, right out near the end, above
the deepest water. He baited his hook with a wriggling worm and
lowered it slowly into the water with the stone without making a splash,
then kept on lowering until he felt the stone touch the bottom as the
line went slack, then raised it just a little.
Euan sat quietly waiting for a fish to bite. He was a patient boy
and could do this for hours. This is why he was such a good fisherman;
stealth, good wriggling worms and patience. But he knew he would need
lots of luck too. Catching Trottus Enormous would not be easy.
Davidus was feeling a bit tired again and so Flavio helped him
down from Bruna. He found a nice spot to lie down for a sleep. Fleco
was lying at the water's edge watching everything that Euan was doing.
Flavio had tried skipping stones over the water before Euan told
him sharply to stop. He was bored. Unlike Euan, Flavio had little
patience. He needed action. He took out his little knife and started to
fight a bush, a favourite past-time since he got his new knife.
'I resist you in the name of Antoninus Pius', he shouted, then
lunged into the bush as if it was a person.
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Euan called quietly from his spot up the tree in a gruff voice,
'Flavio, keep your voice down, please!'
Flavio did not reply. He just pulled his knife out of the bush
quickly, having 'mortally wounded it‛ and then holding his ‘sword‛ out
at arm's length, he whirled around, standing up on one toe, slashing
the air in front of the bush to stop it in its track.
The bush did nothing; it just stood still in the shade of the big
tree.
Davidus had fallen asleep again.
Flavio fought on, but quieter now, fighting against various bushes,
winning every encounter, working his way further and further down
the bank, still full of energy, happy to be active. Soon Euan could not
hear him. The only sound was from Davidus, snoring.
Fleco was watching the line which Euan dangled down from the
branch into the water. There was no sign yet of Trottus Enormus, but
Euan knew that he had to be patient. Every so often he pulled up the
line and changed the old worm for a newer wrigglier one. Then he broke
the old worm into a few bits and dropped them into the water to
attract the big trout and get it hungry for worms.
Like her Master, Bruna was also fast asleep, standing on three
legs with her left rear leg bent and lifted high, ready to kick anything
that came into her dreams that she didn't like. Her eyes were closed
and she was making a sort of snuffling, snoring noise too. The whole
time her tail swished and her ears twitched to chase away her flies,
the ones that followed her everywhere because she was so smelly. She
really was much smellier than Fleco, who loved water and swimming and
so ‘washed himself‛ almost every day. Bruna hated water and would only
go into it to cross a burn or a river when Davidus forced her to do it.
While all this was going on the three Pictish hunters were
creeping slowly and quietly towards the big tree at the edge of the
loch. No one heard their approach. A slight breeze had started and
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it carried the strong smell of Bruna and Davidus up the hill, making it
easy for the Pictish to find them. The breeze also rustled the leaves
and concealed their approach, even though Saltim had already had a
few more head whacks for cracking twigs. And these were not friendly
whacks. Saltim had tears in his eyes which made it even harder to see
the twigs he was trying to avoid.
Euan was glad of the breeze because it rippled the water's
surface and would help conceal his presence from the fish. He was
lying along the branch now, high above the water.
Then he started to feel it, the old familiar feeling of increasing
tension in his stomach which meant that a fish was about to swallow
his worm; he always got this feeling just before a fish took his bait.
He hoped it would be Trottus Enormus but he would just have to
wait and see. He was ready to tug and hold hard so that the hook
became embedded right into the fish‛s mouth or it would spit it out as
soon as it felt the hardness of the hook. Then, once the hook stuck
fast, and as long as the line did not break, and he held on tight, and
the line did not get entangled sunken branches or weeds and the fish
did not wriggle off as he pulled it ashore, then and only then would he
be sure to catch Trottus Enormous at last.
His tummy was fluttering, as if he had swallowed a butterfly, and
his heart was pounding. He gripped the line more tightly.
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Chapter 4: Capture

Euan had been right, something was about to happen.
But not just one thing happened, several things happened, one
after the other.
Suddenly the first thing happened: Trottus Enormus swallowed
the worm and the hook. Euan felt a huge tug on his line and so he tugged
back fiercely to make sure that his hook was driven hard into the fish‛s
mouth. The fish became angry and dived straight downwards, swimming
strongly, heading for the bottom, trying to escape. The line pulled right
through his fingers so fast that it cut into his hand and he let go, just
a little. The line slipped out of his hand. As he stretched to grab it
again he wobbled on the big branch and almost fell into the water; to
catch his balance he let go of the stick for just a second. It fell in
down into the water but end on and made only a small ‘plop‛ noise before
it raced off across the surface of the loch as Trottus Enormous
headed out for the middle of the loch where the water was deepest.
Fleco ran into the water and swam after the stick.
Euan had slipped around the trunk and was hanging upside with
both hands and legs around the branch. His hands were greasy from
the fishing line and he was really struggling to hold on. Twisting his
head round he saw Fleco swimming after the stick, trying to grab at
it with his mouth and going in the opposite direction that Flavio had
disappeared on his on his ‘bush fight‛.
Euan was more annoyed about losing the fish than scared for
himself.
The worst that could happen was that he would have to let go
and splash into the water. Although he kept it a secret from the other
two boys, Euan was a good swimmer and could swim underwater almost
as fast as on the surface.
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‘Euan, you really are part fish, just like your Dad,‛ his Mum said
every time she saw him swimming.
He could even open his eyes and see under water, if the water
was clear enough. And his father had taught him how to breathe
underwater, using a trick that Roman Soldiers had used one time to
surprise their enemies. They had cut big handfuls of hollow reed stalks
to use as breathing tubes and wrapped them to look like a bunch of
reeds floating in the water. When his father heard this story from
Marcus Fortimus he had been curious to see if he could do it too and
so one day he and Euan had tried it out to and it had worked.
They had used the trick on a picnic with his Mum, Katiana. She
was sitting by another loch, on the south side of the Wall, when
suddenly they leapt up from under the water. They had swum from the
other side of the loch using the reeds as breathing tubes and their
sudden appearance and the water splashing on her made her scream.
The three of them fell about laughing, with Fleco running in a big circle
barking at them, joining in the fun too. After that, they had done the
same trick on her lots of times and now Euan was expert at using reeds
as breathing tubes.
Euan was finding it difficult to twist back up to get on top of the
branch and he had almost decided to drop down into the loch. It was
a long drop but he was not afraid.
He was just about to let go when the second thing happened.
The three Pictish hunters came crashing through the bushes.
Tork ran over and put his foot right on top of Davidus' chest and the
point of his flint-headed spear hard against the boy‛s throat.
'Right son, where's your pal.'
Young Saltim had been told, by a very quiet whisper right into
his ear, that it was his job to grab Bruna by her nose rope so that
she could not run away. Saltim did not know anything about horses,
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which was a very great pity for him. He went up behind Bruna who had
been having a very nice dream about long sweet grass when the loud
shout from Tork had invaded her dreams. Just as Saltim got close to
her she lashed out her kicking foot and Saltim got it right in his private
parts. The young man dropped his spear and let out a horrible scream
of pain and staggered backwards, slipping and splashing into the deep
water. His head disappeared and big bubbles came to the surface.
Old Kento‛s job was to grab hold of the other boy. The old man
just stared all around, looking everywhere, even looking under bushes
to find where the other boy was hiding. But of course Flavio was not
there.
Bruna started to snort and fart and ran forwards with her head
down and smacked right into old Kento‛s little face. The tiny man
staggered back and fell into the bushes, dropping his spear. His nose
spurted blood all over his face and down onto his clothes. He picked
himself up and, holding his dripping nose, then scrambled backwards
to hide behind the biggest tree he could find. Kento was not a brave
man; and he was wise not to try to fight Bruna.
During this noise and confusion Euan had made an extra big effort
and had managed to pull himself back on top of the branch. He was now
sitting on the branch, crouched low against the tree trunk, hiding,
giving himself a chance to think. Although he was scared he wanted to
help but could not see what he could do.
That was when Davidus took command, completely unafraid even
though he was in very great danger. He knew that Bruna was about to
attack the man with the spear, whose tip was already cutting into his
skin, and that this could cause the spear to stab into his throat.
‘Home Bruna! Run Bruna, run to Castellum Collis and get help. Run
Bruna! Home girl, GO NOW!‛
The boy Saltim had managed to scramble back onto the shore
and now he lunged forwards to grab at Bruna‛s nose rope. She was
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too quick for him and lunged forwards and bit his shoulder. As he pulled
away, yelping with pain, he staggered backwards, tripped and fell back
into the loch again, disappearing under the water for a second time.
Bruna was a good horse and almost always obeyed the commands
of Davidus, her Master. She turned and crashed off through the
bushes.
Tork was angry and shouted, ‛You wee devil, make that horse
come back, we want it, so we do!‛
'I, Davidus, son of Governor Aurelius Maximus, do command you
in the name of Caesar Antoninus Pius, to throw down your weapons and
surrender yourselves to me. If you do this at once, I may show
clemency to you. Do this now, without delay, and I may just have you
flogged with a hundred lashes each. Disobey my command and you shall
surely die.‛
Davidus looked up at Euan who was staring down at him and gave
a very slow wink and shook his head, telling Euan secretly that he should
do nothing, that he should stay hidden for the moment.
Tork was looking at Saltim trying to climb out of the loch,
watching him struggling to scrabble up the slippy bank and so did not
notice this secret communication.
‘Just shut up, will you, stop talking with all they big words? Right?‛
said Tork, shoving the point of his spear harder against Davidus‛ throat.
The Pictish man Tork was getting agitated and angry. His planned
capture of the two boys and the horse should have been easy. Now it
was going badly wrong. The other two Pictish were idiots. They had
caused this problem.
‘I, Davidus, son of Aurelius Maximus do advise you, you stupid
skinny man with very stinky breath, that should you dare to do further
harm to me you, will die a horrible and painful death. This punishment
will happen to all of you. Your bodies will be split asunder
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by chariots and your remains will be cooked in boiling oil and fed to
the wild dogs.‛
‘Will you just shut up! You wee fat pest! Just SHUT UP!‛ shouted
Tork and pressed the flint spear against Davidus‛ throat so hard that
it cut his skin and blood started to seep out from the boy‛s neck.
Bruna had gone now; they could not hear her. She was lost to
them and Tork realised that when she arrived back at Castellum Collis
alone it would start a massive hunt. There would be Roman soldiers
everywhere. He had to move away from here in case she led them back
to this spot. It could happen, maybe.
Tork had wanted that horse, she was valuable. He leaned down
and put his face right up to Davidus‛ face so that the fetid smell of
his rotting teeth filled the boy‛s nose and mouth. It was truly disgusting.
‘Get it son. Eh? Just you shut up and tell us, where‛s your pal?
Eh? Where is he?‛
‘I am alone here and if I had not mislaid my sword earlier, I,
Davidus Maximus, would fight you to the death myself. How dare you
assault me? I am Davidus Maximus Aurelius Quintus Dominus Romulus.
I am a citizen of Rome.'
Tork glanced around to see if he could see the other boy himself
thinking again that old Kento and that stupid boy Saltim were useless;
worse than useless.
Kento ran out from behind the bush and over to Tork and, cupping
his hand against the younger man‛s ear, and complained:
'Hell Tork, we are for it now, they'll never give up. Their going
to hunt us forever. And where‛s the other boy? Maybe he‛s already
away getting help from somebody? Maybe they‛re not alone here?
Come on Tork let’s go, let’s just leave him tied to this big tree and
get out of here while we can. Come on, let‛s go, away to the far North.
Maybe that boy will forget us, you know, what we look like. We can
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still get away wi‛ it, but only if we go the now. Come on Tork, quick, let‛s
go now. Let‛s run for it!'
Tork said nothing at first. Then suddenly he grabbed the little
man by the throat and spat in his face.
‘You wee old pest! You‛re bloody hopeless. Both of you.‛
Davidus winked again straight up at Euan. Euan nodded his head
mouthed the words, ‘Yes Davidus, I know where your sword is‛.
Euan pulled back and hid behind the trunk of the tree. Now he
was invisible from below but could hear everything. Hopefully Flavio
had overheard too and had run back to Castellum Collis.
'I, Davidus, will not forgive you, you ugly, hairy little man with
horrible stinking breath. If you run, you will surely die. You must
surrender or nothing. This is your very last chance. Unhand me now!
Throw down your weapons and surrender to me now! And I may let you
live with just a severe beating. I heard him speak your name. You are
Tork, and now I know your name; you can never escape from me.‛
Turning his head towards the boy Saltim, who had just managed
to scramble back ashore, Davidus shouted over to him:
‘And you there. I know you, boy. I have seen you near the Wall.
You are the stupid one they call Saltim. You cannot even master a horse.
And you old white haired man, you will be lucky to live another winter.
But you at least are wise to want to run away from me. If you run now,
I might spare you. Go! Go old man! Go now and I will spare you. And you
too, stupid boy, run away with him and you will save yourselves. Only
stinky breath here needs to die.'
'Shut up YOU. Do you hear me? Just shut up and let me think.'
Tork was frightened now, rattled. He needed to get this boy to
stop talking; all these long complicated words and threats were
confusing him. He jabbed his flint point into Davidus' neck; more blood
spurted out. It was painful for Davidus but he did not cry or complain
or show any fear.
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'Oh Hell Tork', shouted Kento, 'now you‛ve done it, now we are
all for it. We will all die now if we stay here. Look, let‛s just tie him up,
and try to get as far away as we can. If he dies here maybe they will
never find him and they will just think he has run away. Come on, let‛s
do it, let‛s just tie him up and leave him here at this big tree.‛
At this Tork shouted back at him:
'Kento, ye stupid old fool. They used to say to me that you were
wise. But no more. Now you are old and weak and stupid. I‛m the one
in charge here. And this is just a boy, a big fat boy and he’s all on his
own. We can take him away, kill him, and bury him somewhere. And we
can catch that wee horse and take it up North and swap it. No one
would ever find out it was us that killed him. We can say that we just
found that horse. Say that we never saw any boy? See? Ah‛ve got it
all worked out for us. Right?'
And they might have done this if the next thing had not happened.
That was when Flavio jumped out of the bushes with his small
knife held out in front of him like a sword.
'I, Flavio, resist you in the name of Aurelius Maximus. Get your
horrible, hairy leg off my true friend Davidus Maximus. You have dared
to touch a citizen of Rome, now you will die like the hairy, smelly beast
you are.'
Before any of the hunters could even think what to do, Flavio ran
forwards and lunged at Tork and stabbed him with his little knife. He
aimed at the man's heart. Tork twisted away at the last second and
the knife missed, but it sliced through his spear- throwing arm at the
wrist. Blood gushed out. He screamed in agony. His tendons had been
severed. His hand would never work properly again and would gradually
wither. His hunting days were over. But Tork did not know that yet.
The spear fell from his hand which this probably saved Davidus‛ life.
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Suddenly Flavio's head exploded with pain as he was knocked to
the ground by a blow to his head. It was Tork. He had lashed out in a
mad frenzy hitting out with his good hand. It was a hard, vicious blow
and Flavio fell to the ground, stunned, with big blue and red flashes
whizzing through his head.
'I, Davidus, will personally kill you Tork! I promise this to you on
my own life. You have dared to strike a Roman, my true friend Flavio.
I, Davidus do promise this. You Tork will surely die, I will ne ...'
Tork had had enough, he grabbed his spear up with his undamaged
weaker hand, swung it round awkwardly but as hard as he could and
whacked it against the side of Davidus' head.
Now both boys were stunned, lying on the ground staring up
towards Euan through unseeing eyes. Euan was lying hidden on top of
the branch now with just his face showing a little. He was really
frightened and did not know what to do to help his friends. If only
Fleco would come back and help. Where was the big dog?
Tork whirled round and started to shout and rant at Kento and
Saltim, saying he would kill them if they did not obey. Then he unwrapped some thin rope from around his waist and gave it to the other
two hunters and soon both boys were lying on their backs with their
arms spread out sideways and tied to sticks. Their legs were also tied
together at the ankles, like hobbles on a horse. The boys were still
woozy and could not see or think properly. Saltim got some water in
his cupped hands and threw it on the boys‛ faces and they spluttered
back to full alertness. They were very afraid now but both were brave,
defiant; true Roman boys. Wisely they kept silent. This probably saved
their lives, giving Tork time to think, time to hatch a new plan.
Thankfully they were not badly hurt. They knew now that Tork
was volatile, that he might kill them at any time. They also knew that
their best hope for survival was to be marched to the far North, sold
into slavery to one of the other more remote tribes of Pictish.
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They knew now that the best they could hope for was to spend
the rest of their lives in hobbles as slaves. They might never make it
back to their families, at least until they were old enough to fight as
strongly as men. Or if they were very lucky, at some time in the future,
they might escape, follow the sun to the South, and make their way
back to the Wall and safety.
While the men were not watching, Davidus looked quickly up at
Euan who was now standing tall and still, close in to the trunk of the
tree, almost invisible, watching everything. Euan had taken a bigger
stone out of his bag and was thinking of trying to hit Tork with it on
the head to stun him, and then he would jump down into the water and
swim ashore and try to reach his little spear before the men recovered.
He lifted his hand back, ready to throw.
Davidus looked up and saw him and said out loud, ‛NO!‛
Tork turned and snarled at him.
Don‛t you say ‘NO!‛ to me fat boy; just get up on your feet.‛
Then he used the point of his spear to cut the ties on Davidus‛
wrists and then stabbed the blunt end of his spear into Davidus‛ big
tummy and made him get up. As Tork moved over towards Flavio,
Davidus looked up at Euan again and mouthed the words up to him:
‘Go to Castellum Collis and get help. Castellum Collis. Go quickly,
Euan! Go quickly!‛
Euan mouthed back and nodded his head, ‘Yes, I‛ll do everything
I can to help you! I am your true friend!‛ as he held his hand to his
chest in their secret salute.
Tork had used a bit of cloth cut from his tunic to bind up his
wrist but he could not get his fingers to work. Now that his stronger
right arm was useless he could not grasp anything with it. His whole
arm was throbbing with extreme pain, even when he held it still against
his chest. Suddenly he whirled round and gave Flavio a hard kick on his
side, just under his shoulder, shouting:
‛You wee pest, that was really, really sore!‛
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The young boy did not cry out. Silence was the best way for the
moment.
‘Quick, come on, let‛s get going‛. Let‛s get well out of here afore
somebody comes looking for them. That wee horse might have made it
all the way back to the wall after all‛, Tork barked at Kento and Saltim.
It seemed that Tork was not as sure of himself now that his hand
was so badly damaged. He just wanted to escape now, go north, sell
the boys as slaves and run for it.
Peering down from the branch above them Euan could see from
their faces that the other two hunters were scared of Tork as well.
They kept glancing at him then turning away from his fierce stare.
Then they would look briefly at each other, then at the ground, trying
not to attract the attention of the angry violent man.
Within a few minutes the three Pictish hunters and the two
Roman boys moved off in silence, taking a hidden path straight up the
steep hillside; back the way that the men had come before they had
jumped out of the bushes.
Euan waited to make sure they had really gone.
All of this time, he had been wondering where Fleco was. It
puzzled him why the dog had not come back to help. He must be a long
way off not to have heard all the shouting.
Then it occurred to him that perhaps they had already killed the
dog? Spearing him as he swam after the stick?
‘Oh Fleco! No! Don‛t be dead. Please be safe. Please come to help
me,‛ he whispered to himself with a sob.
He wanted to call for him, or use his special whistle; but he knew
he could not risk it. The Pictish might hear and come back to investigate.
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Chapter 5: Rescue

As Tork walked along behind the others, he muttered angrily to
himself. Every so often he would look back suddenly over his shoulder,
imagining that someone was following them.
As he walked, he looked again and again at his damaged hand. His
best hand, his hunting hand, the hand that he did most things with: it
was completely wrecked, his fingers would not move and the pain was
even worse than his teeth which also throbbed horribly all the time,
although he was used to that.
The boy Flavio had almost killed him, and he was such a small boy
too, just a child. He hated these two Roman boys and normally he would
happily have killed them but he had gradually realised that with this
damaged hand he might never hunt again properly and this worried him.
He knew now that he had to try to find a way of selling these boys so
that he would be able to get enough wealth to live without hunting, to
buy a few cheap slaves to get them to do his work. Maybe he could
steal some slaves and train them to help him steal sheep and chickens
from other tribes. It might work. No more hunting with a hand like
this. Any slave he got must be better than these two hopeless cases
he was hunting with at the moment. He would have been better doing
all this on his own. They had caused all the problems.
He wanted to beat the two boys now, punish them for hurting
him but knew that could not damage them. He had to keep them in
reasonably good condition. Damaged children, like damaged horses or
sheep were not so valuable.
The sound of the group had faded completely. Euan waited for
several minutes, listening, just to be sure; and then he dreeped down
from the tree. Reaching the ground he started running immediately,
back towards the big tree where they had had lunch. He was so keen
to be doing something positive at last that he completely forgot to
grab his own short spear. It was still there sticking point first into
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the soft ground under the bush, where it had stood unseen throughout
everything that had happened.
As he ran his mind raced too. He would go and get Davidus' sword.
Using his imagination he could see it in his head, lying against the other
big tree where they had eaten the food at noon. Although only a few
hours had passed, it seemed like it was days ago. Euan was still not
sure what to do after that. If he went back to Castellum Collis it might
take ages to organise a search party and they would all be angry at
him.
He stopped and turned. He needed Fleco; he was such a good
fighter. He must at least look for him first; then he would go for the
sword. He turned back and ran back along the shore in the direction
the dog had swum after the big fishing stick.
As he ran along Euan was thinking about everything at once.
Firstly, he was really annoyed that Trottus Enormous had escaped
again. At once he felt guilty; he knew that the catching of the fish
was not nearly as important as the danger his friends were in but it
still came into his mind, he just couldn‛t stop thinking about it. He was
running as quickly as he could but doing so carefully, so as not to make
a noise. All the time his eyes were scanning the water‛s edge and the
shore looking for Fleco. It was so unlike the dog to stay away for so
long. Why had he not come back to help them? The dog had strong
teeth and he knew how to use them to fearlessly attack anyone who
tried to even touch the three boys, or to hit Bruna. This was so unusual:
Fleco had never left Euan before for more than a few minutes at a
time, even sleeping beside him every night.
Euan decided he would risk it and gave his special low whistle, his
secret whistle which he used when he and Fleco were hunting alone. It
meant, 'lie still don't move, don't bark out loud, just give a little whine
so that I can find you, I'll come to you.'
Nothing happened, but this was alright; it just meant that Fleco
wasn't near, because he would always answer; if he was still alive. Euan
gave out another little sob.
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He ran on a bit further and did his low quiet whistle again but
still no reply from Fleco.
Up on the hill, in the trees above him the hunters were making
their way northwards.
‘Stoap! Shut up yoos!‛ Tork snarled in a low hiss.
The little band listened intently. The only sound was the wind
rustling the leaves. They listened for a long time before the set off
again.
Below them, as Euan ran along the side of the loch, he realised
that he had probably been running too fast and had been making a
noise. He slowed down. Then a horrible thought flashed into his mind.
Perhaps the Pictish had tortured Davidus and Flavio into telling them
all about him and Fleco. This would make them really angry and they
would leave the boys tied down and come back to try catch him, to kill
him. They had to cover their tracks and knowing that a local would be
able to identify them, they could not let him live.
At the fifth low whistle he thought he heard Fleco whine quietly
back to him. He had to listen very hard as the dog deliberately kept
his response very low, as he had been taught; essential for a good
hunting dog. Euan whistled softly again. Fleco whined back slightly
louder. Euan was so relieved and happy he nearly shouted out, then at
the last second he stayed silent. But he still could not see the big dog.
Euan looked and looked towards the direction of Fleco‛s whine.
He could not believe what his eyes told him he was seeing. Then he
almost burst out laughing. Instead he just giggled into himself; he just
could not help himself, he was so happy that the dog was alive and to
find out what the dog had done. The puzzle was solved: he knew now
why Fleco had stayed away so long. There he was, stuck in the sunken
branches that had fallen down from the trees overhead. The dog was
in quite deep water but he could have easily escaped but only if he had
let go of Euan‛s fishing stick which he still held firmly in his mouth.
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Looking closer still, Euan could see that the fishing line was still
stretched tightly out into the loch and that it was still moving from
time to time. Trottus Enormus was still hooked, still trying to escape!
But Fleco had not let go, not even after all this time.
Euan took off his tunic and shoes and, wearing his under-wrap
only, slipped into the cold water and swam out to the dog and grabbed
onto the sunken branch for support.
'Fleco, you are such an amazing dog, truly amazing. Well done
boy, well done. Good Dog! Now Let GO! Please. Yes Fleco, let go the
stick, I have it now.‛
But the dog was not willing to let go because he had been holding
on to the stick so tightly for so long. Euan had to speak quite sternly,
something he seldom had to do to Fleco:
‘FLECO, LET GO! I know I dropped earlier, but this is different,
I promise not to let go again.‛
The dog slowly opened his mouth and released the stick.
Euan said, ‘Good boy, Fleco, off you go now, swim ashore and wait
for me there. I will need your help again soon. Stay quiet now, quiet
Fleco, good boy, good boy.‛
The dog swam ashore and stood watching Euan from there, ready
to help again if needed.
Euan realised what the problem had been for the dog. It was still
a problem for him. He would have to try to dive down under the sunken
branches first, without letting go of the line, then swim out, away from
all the obstructions, try to get clear and then swim along the shore to
find a good place to land the big trout, and all without letting the
pressure ease on the line which would give the fish a chance to escape.
He was fairly sure he could do it, but he knew it would take too much
time. He did the next best thing he could think of and tied the fishing
line in a strong knot round the sunken branch, in the hope that
somehow, later, he would be able to come back for it. Rescuing his
friends was much more important. He was not sure yet how to do that
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yet; he only knew he must try. The MuriPueriTrium always stuck
together.
Too much time had passed to go back now to Castellum Collis. By
the time he got back and was scolded and then believed and then the
hunt was organised it would be dark and the Pictish would have
disappeared with the boys never to be found again. Euan decided he
must act at once; it was all up to him and Fleco. They must go after
the Pictish alone and do their best to rescue them, perhaps by using
Pictish tactics, perhaps by sneaking up on them, maybe in the dark.
He sat down on his heels and took the big dog‛s head in his hands
and whispered to him, ‘Fleco, you did brilliantly. You are an amazing
dog, the best dog in the world. Good boy! Good boy!'
A few big hot tears dripped down from his eyes, a mixture of
pride and apprehension. The dog nuzzled in close and licked his face.
'Fleco, while you were away fishing ...' and he told the dog
everything but quickly, urgently, in a low voice, directly into the dog‛s
ear.
The dog seemed to understand. He stood up and looked up
through the woods and growled a quiet but very angry growl.
'First though Fleco, we must get Davidus' sword. Come on, Fleco.
Davidus‛ sword, Fleco; FIND!'
With the dog in the lead they went straight back to the big tree
where they had eaten lunch. The little sword with the jeweled handle
was where Davidus had left it, leaning against the tree.
Euan picked up the sword awkwardly. It was surprisingly heavy.
He had not been allowed to touch it before and he had no experience
with swords; he was even more hopeless with it than Davidus. His Mum
was very against swords. The best of the three of them to use it would
be Flavio; he was good with swords; at least with wooden swords.
He called Fleco to him and held the handle of Davidus‛ sword to
the dog‛s nose and the dog sniffed it for a little while.
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'Fleco, find Davidus and Flavio. Go on, Good Boy! FIND!'
At first Fleco turned and looked back down towards the other
big tree, down beside the loch where they had been fishing when the
Pictish had attacked. Euan suddenly realised that he had left his own
little spear there, sticking in the ground, under the bush. He should
go now to get it. The best place to start the trail would be from the
fishing tree; that was the last place he had seen Davidus and Flavio;
he was sure that is what Fleco would do.
But Fleco did not head off down the hill. He just sat down and
held his nose right up into the air and took a long time sniffing. Then
he got up and gave a low yip and set off in what Euan was sure must be
the wrong direction. Although Euan trusted the dog and followed him,
he was still very worried that the dog was making a big mistake. But
the dog was certain; he went straight off westwards to where the sun
was getting lower in the sky and dropping down towards the knobbly
hill on the distant horizon called the Camel‛s Hump.
Fleco was running quickly, going well ahead, stopping to sniff the
wind, turning and waiting until Euan caught up before running on ahead
and stopping again. Soon they were running alongside Rubeaquacameli
loch with a light wind blowing into their faces.
Euan could smell Bruna‛s smelly messages now too; he smiled,
realising that the little horse had probably followed Davidus and Flavio
as she often did when they told her to stay behind. She always wanted
to go with Davidus, just like Fleco always wanted to be with him. He
stopped and looked everywhere but could not see her anywhere. He
smiled again, wider than before. She had been told to go home and she
had disobeyed and so she would be hiding, as she always did when she
was being disobedient.
Then suddenly he saw it!
Euan saw their secret sign at place where the grass had been
flattened down and had been scraped back to make a bit of bare
earth. The Pictish must have stopped there for a rest. Davidus had
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done this to give Euan a clue when he came back from the Castellum
Collis with the soldiers.

Euan realised now what had happened. The Pictish must have
looped back around the top of Rubeaquacameli and the wind was
carrying the smells of Davidus and Bruna towards them and so Fleco
with his superb nose had been able to smell them, even back at the tall
tree where they had found Davidus‛ sword.
The sign had worked alright, just that there were no soldiers,
only Euan and Fleco; and, of course Bruna, who was hiding nearby.
Fleco sniffed all around the spot making a ‘grrrr‛ sound and bared
his teeth to show that he was really angry. Euan could feel the hairs
on the back of his neck rise and he shivered and knowing that the
Pictish must be nearby he was scared, more scared than he had been
in his life. He had never been this far away from the Wall before but
he knew he must keep going. He must do what he could to save his
friends. He must make himself brave. He had no idea what he would
do but he would try his best.
Sure that he was now on the right track, Euan forced himself to
move faster, moving forwards at a low crouching run, trying to use the
same fast trot that the Roman soldiers had used that morning. Fleco
ran ahead, leading again, sniffing, stopping and turning as before.
Although it looked flat it was not easy running, the grass was long and
the ground was bumpy. At least it offered him some concealment. Then
Fleco started to veer away from the loch and took them upwards. The
hill was quite steep and they were going slower now. When they reached
the top of this new hill, the dog suddenly stopped and lay down. Euan
stooped as he caught up on the
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dog and then lay down beside him. He could smell wood burning.
Scanning around, he saw a little plume of smoke rising beside another
smaller loch where the hunters had made a fire. Two of the hunters
were sitting at the fire and the other one was near the loch, kneeling
on the ground.
But where were Davidus and Flavio?
After a while Euan spotted them; they were hard to see because
they were lying flat on their backs in quite long grass with their arms
stretched out tight to each side and tied to stakes so that they could
not sit up. And their ankles were hobbled with another stake to hold
their hobbles firmly down. The two Roman boys were lying still.
Hopefully they were still alive, still unhurt. But perhaps they had been
tortured, punished?
Euan studied the scene very carefully and gradually realised what
was going on. Two of the men were keeping the fire going and the third
one was fishing. Euan could tell that this smaller loch must be good for
fishing; there were lots of fish rings forming on the surface to prove
it.
'Maybe we can come fishing here another time, eh, Fleco?' Euan
whispered, almost laughing with a mixture of fear and excitement
because he had a plan, an idea for a rescue. It might work.
He lay for a while longer, still studying everything carefully,
deciding what would be the best way to do everything to make his plan
work. Eventually Fleco gave a very quiet soft low whine.
'Yes, Fleco, I know boy, it's urgent. But at least they are still
alive. I think Tork wants to sell them as slaves. So he won't want to
hurt them. At least I hope I‛m right.'
'Right Fleco this is what we will do.'
Euan rolled over, back down the hill a bit, below the sightline
from the campfire, and then lay on his back and held the dog's head
in his hands and whispered his secret plan into the dog‛s ear.
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Then Euan and Fleco set off in different directions.
Euan circled the loch, taking a long way around, scurrying from
one bush to the next, keeping his upper body stooped low, and hiding
behind every bit of cover he could find. He found carrying the sword
awkward. And he had his back-sack too; he took that everywhere. He
had to get around the men to the right side of the little loch, as close
to the old man as possible without being spotted.
At the same time Fleco squirmed along, half crawling , half
creeping, just like he did near sheep or rabbits, slowly getting closer
and closer to the men, watching them all the time, his eyes peering at
them continuously, his ears listening and his nose picking up their
smells. His teeth were bared into an angry snarl but he kept absolutely
silent: soon the dog was very close to them, lying under a bush with
his eyes staring hard at the men, ready for action on Euan‛s signal
whistle.
Kento stopped fishing and returned to the campfire. Euan was
already near to him, hidden in the spot he had chosen behind a small
tree with his big bunch of breathing reeds already in his hand. As soon
as the grey-haired old man left the loch the boy slithered into the
water like a snake but fully clothed with his sandals on. It was quite
shallow. The bottom was soft and muddy. Doing his old trick, he half
swam, half walked, breathing through his reeds, moving slowly near to
the edge, stopping every so often to lift his head up behind his big
bunch of reeds to check where he was.
Soon he was near to the men who sat hunched around their
campfire. He lifted his head up behind his bunch of reeds. He could
hear them talking. Tork was complaining about something. The Pictish
did not look in his direction. Euan slowly moved in nearer to them until
he was lying in quite shallow water. Then he lifted his head above the
water behind his bunch of reeds and stared at the camp area very
carefully, checking carefully again to be sure of everything he had
seen from his spying post up on the hill. He noticed now that they had
stabbed their three spears and Flavio‛s little knife into the ground,
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near to the two boys. Good. At least the weapons were about twenty
strides away from the fire and they could not reach them without
getting up. From where he was in the water Euan was actually closer
to the weapons than they were. He liked that. And he had Davidus‛
sword although he was not sure what he would do with it except to cut
the ropes that held the other two boys down.
The three hunters were eating some of the fish that Kento had
caught. Euan could see that these fish were all quite small, none like
Trottus Enormous. But this was a good loch, full of fish. Hopefully they
would return to fish it someday, if they were still alive. Euan‛s mouth
began to water; he was starving. The Pictish had them skewered on
fish-sticks, held over the glowing embers so that they would cook then
slowly without burning. They had lots of fish- sticks with fish skewered
on them.
Euan could hear the two older men arguing about where to take
the Roman boys to sell them. Tork‛s angry voice frightened him but he
was excited too, sure that his plan would work. He had to look very
carefully for a long time before he spotted Fleco; all he could see was
the very tip of the dog‛s nose just peeking out from under a bush. The
trap was ready to be sprung, just like all those times he and his father
had surprised his Mum on their picnics.
Euan took three long deep breaths, just as his Mum had taught
him to do to calm himself down, and decided inside his head to be brave,
even though he was really shaking with fear. He made himself give his
low whistle, the attack signal to Fleco. Because they were talking loudly
the men did not hear it.
But Fleco heard it and jumped up from beneath the bush and ran
out barking loudly. He ran straight to the fire and grabbed one of the
long fish-sticks in his mouth. Then, to really annoy the men more, he
ran right round them in a tight circle, very close to them but not so
close that they could grab him. As they rose to their feet, he ran off
to about twenty paces away, stopped and looked back at the men, and
dropping the fish-stick he snarled and barked at them showing his
teeth, just as if he was a wild untamed dog.
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As this was the first time that the hunters had seen Fleco they
did not realise he was in any way connected with the boys. Nor did the
Pictish know anything about Euan. From the start they had only
detected 'two boys, Romans, one horse': and they had only ever seen
the two Roman boys and their horrible, vicious, little horse.
The hunters were so mad that they started shouting swear words
and chased after Fleco, trying to get their fish-stick back. Old Kento
grabbed a stone and threw it hard at Fleco who ducked and the stone
missed. The dog picked up the fish-stick as the men almost reached
him, and then he ran off again, further from the campfire with the
hunters running after him, shouting angrily at this cheeky wild dog
stealing their food. Every time they nearly got to him he did the same
thing and soon the dog and the men were about two hundred strides
away.
Euan stood up calmly in the shallow water where he had been
hiding behind his bunch of reeds and walked quickly over to the pile
of weapons, picked up Flavio‛s sharp little knife and sliced through the
cords that bound the boys. They sat up and rubbed their wrists and
ankles.
'I, Davidus, count you Euan, as a true friend. I shall ask my Father
to make you a citizen of Rome.'
'You are very kind Davidus, but may I suggest we run away as
fast as we can, before they stop chasing Fleco and see us', said Euan
holding out Davidus‛ sword to him. He also handed Flavio his little knife.
'Thanks Euan that was amazing, where did you come from, how
did you get so wet?' said Flavio, swishing his knife from side to side,
already ready to fight again, as usual.
'Come on, let's go', said Euan, ‛please, Davidus, we must run and
hide before they realise you are free.‛
'NO, FERMATE, dear friends!‛, said Davidus. ‘I do not fear these
stupid men. I, Davidus, do say to you that these three Pictish
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are idiots. They cannot defeat us, we are Romans. And they are
weakened. That Tork one cannot use his fighting arm because of brave
Flavio and his sharp little knife and the older one Kento is a coward.
The boy Saltim is a true half-wit. Look, how he runs. From a dog! He
runs from a dog!‛
And it was true. Fleco had changed now from his ‘naughty dog‛
role into a vicious fighting dog and had bitten the youngest Pictish on
his bottom. The boy was running away towards the West as fast as he
could with Fleco in pursuit, barking wildly.
Then in a louder voice the Primus MuriPueriTrium said, very
sternly;
‘I, Davidus, command that we fight them!‛
Then Davidus walked forwards and stood in front of his two
friends with his sword held high and shouted at the top of his voice
towards the men:
‘COWARDS!‛
'But we have to run, Davidus', shouted Flavio, ‘they could kill us
now that we have made them angry, they are much bigger and stronger
than us, and they have spears.‛
‘No Flavio, you alone could beat these two with your small knife.
But here, take this my trusty sword for you are our best fighter, small
though you are. I shall take one of their spears. Trust me, I promise
you we will win this fight! All we have to do is stick together.‛
Davidus held the spear in front of him with both hands, but at a
strange angle. The tubby Roman boy was just as hopeless with spears
as he was with swords.
Euan thought about taking a spear but decided against it. He did
take out his little knife and held it tightly down by his side but he was
not sure if he could ever use it to hurt someone.
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‘We are the MuriPueriTrium!‛ shouted Davidus at the very top
of his voice.
Tork and Kento started running back towards the camp now
that they had realised what was happening.
Saltim stopped now, half way up the hill, rubbing his bottom and
was looking back over his shoulder at the three boys. Why were there
three boys now? What was it the fat one was shouting? Where had
the other boy come from? The dog seemed to be with them? It all just
did not make any sense to him.
Fleco went on the attack. He ran straight at him and bit Saltim
very hard on his private parts which were aching again. That‛s when
Saltim decided that he had had enough pain for one day and turned
and ran away, hoping could find his way home again. He hoped he would
never ever see Tork again and was running as fast as he could, trying
not to think about his pain. Fleco chased after him, barking loudly and
every so often jumped right up onto his back and trying to make him
trip up so that he could bite him in the same painful place yet again.
‘Flavio, use my sword well, friend. Our lives depend on this. And
you take a spear too, Euan. Flavio, throw the other spear far out into
the loch so that they cannot use it against us.‛
Euan hesitated. He did not want to have to stab someone.
‘Euan, DO THIS NOW!'
The other two boys had never heard Davidus speak to them this
way before and they obeyed instantly.
Flavio whizzed the third spear up through the air: it splashed
into the water and disappeared down to the bottom of the little loch
forever. Euan held the spear out in front of himself, pointing it at the
two angry men bearing down on them at speed.
‘TO ME, TO ME, TO ME MuriPueriTrium‛, shouted Davidus,
holding his spear in the air.
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‘ONE FOR ALL AND ALL FOR ONE‛, shouted Flavio, swishing
Davidus‛ sword with one hand and stabbing out with his knife with his
other hand.
‘THE STRENGTH OF THREE‛, shouted Euan, holding his spear
straight out in front of him, like a Roman soldier.
TO ME, TO ME, TO ME, MuriPueriTrium‛, the three boys
shouted together.
As the two Pictish men ran towards them with their hunting
knives flashing the three boys stood in a tight circle, facing outwards.
They knew that this formation made them stronger as each was
defending the others‛ backs with their weapons pointing outwards to
the enemy. The boys tried to look ferocious, shouting and making ugly
faces as they had often seen the soldiers do; but inside the
MuriPueriTrium were full of fear.
'Look, Davidus, it‛s Bruna, she is running towards us,‛ shouted
Flavio. ‘She must have been near us all the time. When she heard you
shout she thought you were telling her to come to help.‛
‘Yes, I could smell her nearby but she was hiding,‛ added Euan,
‛and look, Fleco is coming now too.‛
‘I, Davidus, command you to stand firm beside me, to fight these
bandits as Romans fight all their enemies, with courage, honour and all
our strength. Have no fear friends, these are stupid men and no longer
strong. They are but two and we are three, and we now have Bruna,
and Fleco, who are also brave, as we have already seen.'
Then Euan had an idea. He stabbed the big spear point first into
the ground so that he could easily grab it again. He loaded quite a big
stone into his sling, big enough to kill a rabbit. Then whirled his sling
and off flew the stone. It was aimed at Tork but he stumbled as it
came towards him and hit Kento smack on his nose. The older man
stopped, halted by the sudden pain, no longer willing to run towards
its source. He stood still for a few seconds and then he bent over in
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pain and held his nose as the blood poured down for the second time
in a few hours.
Like the boy Saltim, Kento decided that he had had enough pain
for one day. He hated Tork with his stinking breath and his slaps and
punches at every little disagreement; he too hoped that he never saw
him again in his life.
The old man turned to run away and that‛s when he got smacked
full on the face again, this time by Bruna. She ran right into him at full
speed with her head down and knocked him to the ground then trod
right over the top of him with her sharp little hooves.
The tiny man yelped, lifted himself up as best he could and
hirpled away, trying to escape as fast as he could.
Bruna just kept running, chasing after Tork now and when she
caught up with him she ran into him as well, smacking into him from
behind and treading over him too. The man fell to the ground and that‛s
when Fleco arrived and took a big bite out of his nose while Bruna
reared up and stamped on him hard with her hooves.
'Mercy, mercy, I pray you, Master Davidus; Mercy, please have
mercy on me. I‛m just a poor man and need your help. This bloody wee
horse is trying to kill me. And that dog to. Mercy, Master Davidus,
please, please, please.‛
‘Enough Bruna! Stay Fleco!‛
The animals understood the tone of command in Davidus‛ voice
and left the man to crawl on his knees towards them, a sniveling wreck.
When he reached Davidus, Tork stayed on his knees, his damaged right
hand held up towards Davidus, to show that he was harmless, that he
could not hurt him.
But actually Tork was not giving in so easily. In his left hand
which he held down close to the ground, close to his leg, he held his
small sharp knife. He was only pretending to be helpless, trying to
get near enough to Davidus so that he could stab him. No matter
what he said, Tork would never give up now, he wanted to kill Davidus.
He wanted to kill
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all the boys. He was consumed with a red rage which distorted his face.
The young Roman took his jeweled sword from Flavio and,
unafraid, strode forward as he had seen his Father do in the past. He
stopped and stood before the small skinny man.
‘I, Davidus Maximus, son of Aurelius Maximus, friend of
Antoninus Pius, do hereby execute you for crimes against Rome.‛
‘Watch out for his knife!‛ cried Flavio.
Tork leaned back and swung his knife up to stab the boy.
Davidus, without hesitation, drove his sword straight into Tork‛s
throat.
The man died instantly.
The other two boys stared in shocked amazement. The small dark
man keeled over onto his side as his lifeblood seeped away into the
grass in front of them.
'I, Davidus, did promise you this death of yours. It was quick and
as painless as I could make it. That is my mercy upon you. This was
mercy that you did not deserve. You were a truly evil man. I could have
merely disabled you, tied you up and had my Father deal with you. That
would have been the full Roman Justice that you deserved.'
At Davidus‛ shout, Kento had stopped half way up the hill and was
staring back at the scene. He saw what happened to Tork. The old man
was scared witless now, gibbering various horrible swear words as he
ran away, running with a painful limp, but going as fast as he could.
Further away in the far distance, Saltim was standing at the top
of a hill. He saw it all too. He turned and fled, heading north to get as
far from the Valle Antoninus as he could.
'We shall let those other two run away, cowards that they are.
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The corpse in front of them made a strange gurgling noise; it was
Tork‛s death rattle. Some days later Tork‛s rotting body made a tasty
meal for a pack of wild dogs. The other two Pictish were never seen
again.
‘I, Davidus Maximus, wish all these Untamed People to know that
all Romans, even boys like us, are people of Courage, Honour and Mercy.
The man Kento is old and weak and he is a coward; the boy is a half-wit.
Let them run. Let them tell all what they have witnessed here today.
Let them tell of how three Roman boys, a clever dog and a brave horse
defeated three Pictish hoodlums.
I, Davidus Maximus Aurelius Quintus Dominus Romulus, say that
it shall be so.'
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Chapter 6: Trottus Enormus
The two younger boys helped Davidus back onto Bruna. Their
Primus told them to throw the other two spears into the little loch.
They set off to the south, heading for the Valle Antoninus. The Sun
had disappeared behind the Camel‛s Hump and it was getting dull and
the cool breeze was freshening. It would be dark when they got home.
They would have to try to explain why they had stayed out so late. But
first they would have to get back over the Wall without being seen.
That‛s when Flavio remembered the fish-sticks and ran back to
get them. The shared them out and ate them quickly as they walked
alone. Fleco got a few too. There were lots to go round but soon they
were all gone. The fear and excitement had made the boys ravenous.
Euan looked back and saw that the fire was almost out but still
smoldering. He ran back and tipping everything out of his little backsack, turned the sack outside in and used it to fetch water from the
loch and put out the fire. His Mum had made it waterproof and
water-tight for this very purpose. She always insisted that they dowse
any picnic fires they made. An unattended fire could cause serious
damage to the countryside and its wild animals.
As the MuriPueriTrium walked along the chatted freely, telling
each other excitedly everything that had happened. They were no
longer afraid to be so far north of the Wall. They were no longer afraid
of anything.
Euan remembered his own little spear. It was very important to
him. Davidus agreed that he should run on ahead with Fleco to get it
back. They would wait for them at the Birch Woods and then cross to
the Wall again together.
Euan and Fleco headed off ahead towards the far end of
Rubeaquacameli Loch at a fast run. His head filled again with the
thoughts of Trottus Enormous. Could it still be there, still on the
end of the line? Could he possibly catch it? Would it have managed
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to wriggle off again? How long had it been? Would it be too dark to
find the same spot again?
He started to run faster and faster and was soon out of breath.
He stopped and kneeled down and took the big dog‛s head in his hands.
‘What do you think Fleco? Can we still catch Trottus Enormus?
Can you lead me back to that the sunken branch? Go on boy! Go on!
FIND Trottus Enormous! Good boy! Good boy!‛
Fleco jumped up and gave a soft yippy bark. He was excited too
and ran off ahead again, stopping and turning and giving the same yippy
bark. Euan ran after him but this time he did not run flat out, he used
the disciplined fast trot run like the true Roman soldier he had become.
Fleco led him straight to the spot. It was still light enough to
see the sunken branch. His clothes were dry again; he took them off
and, wearing only his under-wrap and sandals, he swam out to the
sunken branch.
He pulled gently on the line; sadly it was slack. Euan undid the
knot easily and un-wrapped the line from the sunken branch. He would
not risk it. Maybe Trottus Enormous was still attached. He immediately
re-tied the line onto the fishing stick and, holding it tightly, he swam
down under the branch, then beyond it into the open water beyond.
There was still no pressure on the line at all; it was completely slack.
Either the fish must have got off or it had broken the line. Treading
water now, clear of the branches he started to wrap the line around
the fishing stick. After a few turns he realised it must be stuck on
the bottom. He tugged gently, so as not to break the line or lose his
hook.
Suddenly the line went tight again as Trottus Enormus tugged
back; it was still there, still on the line! It had been lying on the bottom,
resting, building up its energy again and now it was tugging furiously,
pulling hard against the fishing stick which Euan held in his stronger
right hand, still treading water but laughing now, happy to
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be a fish hunter rather than a soldier. He knew that what he needed
now was a place where it was shallow enough but free of weeds and
branches to get the fish out.
Euan pulled in enough line to wrap it around his waist and tie a
knot and then, still holding the fishing stick in front of him, he swam
well out into the loch, clear of other fallen branches, out into the open
water outside the line of the overhanging trees. He could feel the fish
tugging to get away but he just kept swimming steadily along the shore,
keeping well clear of the overhanging branches. It took a while but
then he spotted a place. He turned onto his back and swam backwards
to the shore with the fishing stick in his left hand now and holding the
line with his right hand so that he could make sure that he had good
control over the fish, knowing it would sense the shallower water and
struggle harder. This was the most frustrating part of fishing. It was
easy to lose a fish just as you tried to get it out of the water.
He remembered what his Dad always said; his old, old joke.
‘Well Euan, you know how it is, fish like water and object quite
strongly to being taken out of it!‛
The line went slack. He thought the fish had got off. Suddenly
it was right next to him and jumped right out of the water and splashed
down again, so close he could have almost reached out and grabbed
him. It was definitely Trottus Enormus. But was he free of the hook?
Was this a jump of joy?
Euan‛s head hit the muddy bank behind him with a soft thump.
He scrambled up and out of the water and onto the bank, thankful he
had kept his sandals on because the ground was hard and stony and
free of weeds. He began to wind in the line again quickly to take up the
slack, making sure it was wrapped tightly onto the fishing stick. The
line was so slack that he was sure the fish had managed to escape with
that great leap, just as had happened with many other fish in times
past. Then he felt it tug hard against the line. A big smile lit up his
face.
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‘Fleco, we‛ve got him! He‛s still on! Yes, oh yes! Trottus Enormous
at last!‛
Euan started pulling the line towards him, keeping the pressure
on. As it got nearer Trottus Enormus did splash about quite a lot, all
the more so as it sensed the nearness of the bank and saw the boy‛s
shape through the water. But the last struggle from the big fish was
far less than Euan had expected, which puzzled him at the time.
(Much later, when he talked it over with his Mum and Dad he
managed to work it out. It had been Fleco who had done all the hard
work earlier swimming about with the stick in his mouth for a long time,
tiring out the fish. What Euan had just experienced was the last fight
of Trottus Enormus, after it had a chance to have a good rest on the
bottom.)
In the end the big fish slipped up the bank easily and Euan kept
on moving backwards making sure he and the fish were far away from
the water‛s edge before he stopped dragging. Then Euan pounced down
on Trottus Enormus and held it down with his left hand while he
whacked it hard on the small brain lob at the back of its head just
above its eyes. He used the fish stick three times, hitting the spot
hard. Euan waited, pressing down on the fish with both hands, checking
it was really dead. He felt with his fingers for a pulse; none. Only when
he was sure did he release the pressure. He had lost quite a few fish
at the last minute, just when he thought he had caught them and then
they wriggled back into the water.

When he was absolutely sure that the fish was dead he told
Fleco to, ‛Stay!‛ The dog stood guard, staring hard at the fish as
Euan ran back to collect his clothes and back-sack. He took a cloth
from the sack and wet it in the loch and then wrapped Trottus
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Enormous inside the cloth to keep it moist and to stop its scales making
a mess inside his back-sack. Its tail stuck out of the top of the sack.
Euan looked round, expecting to see Fleco. It was only then that
he realised that it was almost fully dark. The dog was not there. He
gave his low whistle and heard a whine in response followed by the
sound of the dog crashing through the bushes towards him. Fleco
arrived at high speed and skidded to halt, and dropped Euan‛s little
hunting spear in front of him.
Euan sat back on his knees and took the dog‛s big head in his
hands once again.
‘Fleco you are definitely the best dog in the whole world. Well
done boy. Well done Fleco! Good boy!‛
He grabbed the dog to his chest and gave him a giant hug.
‘Right Fleco, take us back home boy. HOME Fleco! Home boy!
Good boy! Good boy!‛
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Chapter 7: Home after dark

After Euan had left to run ahead to collect his spear Davidus
said, ‘Flavio my true friend, will you accept a ride up on Bruna with
me? Please?‛
Flavio was so shocked that Davidus had actually asked and had
actually said please that he accepted Davidus‛ outstretched hand and
leapt up behind his friend. He had never been so close to Davidus
before.
Davidus made Bruna trot now and to keep his balance Flavio had
to put his arms around Davidus‛ big tummy and held on tight. After a
little while the swaying and rocking made him drowsy and he slipped
into a doze. If he had been awake, he would have discovered that
Davidus was also dozing. The only one awake was Bruna. She slowed
down so that they did not fall off. She knew the way home.
It was fully dark when the two boys arrived at the Birch Woods.
They had to wait for ages before Bruna whinnied quietly and issued a
little message to show Fleco where exactly they were. A few minutes
later Euan stepped out from behind a tree with Fleco at his heel. He
was quite puffed out from trying to go as fast as he could, stumbling
and falling many times in the dark.
'Fleco caught Trottus Enormus, he held onto the fishing stick
when I dropped it and ...'
As the story unfolded the boys began to laugh and giggle so loudly
that Euan had to warn them to keep quiet.
Speaking softly now, their Primus said:
'I, Davidus, would like to see this Trottus Enormus that will feed
your hungry Aunty for many days.'
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Only then did Euan open his back-sack. The boys just stared at
the fish in amazement. It was truly gigantic. It was longer than Euan‛s
arm from his shoulder all the way to the tips of his finger.

'I, Davidus, do congratulate you Fleco. Not only are you a cunning
and brave fighter you are also a very fine fishing dog.'
Fleco went over and sat in front of Davidus and offered him a
paw and said a very quiet, "woof!'
Davidus shook his paw. It was the first and last time that he ever
touched a dog. Romans did not touch dogs, normally.
After that they stood hidden in the woods for a long time,
watching the Roman soldiers patrolling. The moon was up and it was
quite bright. They had to find a way of getting back inside without
being spotted, but they did not know what to do. This could be very
difficult now because there were always more patrols at dusk; it was
the time of day when the Wall patrols were most alert because it was
also was a favourite time for the Pictish to try to cross too on their
raids to steel sheep and chicken and anything they of value they could
find.
The MuiriPueriTrium knew they would get into big trouble from
their Mums for being so late. Davidus and Flavio talked quite a lot,
trying to agree what their ‘story‛ should be. Euan as usual, said nothing,
he just kept peering steadily at the Wall and the patrols.
In the distance they could hear a fierce howling from a pack of
wild dogs. They watched eagerly as the Unit of soldiers formed up
quickly into four rows of two then ran off at a fast trot pace. Their
chance had come at last. The boys covered the ground quickly back
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from the Birch Woods, through the moat and up and over the Wall and
down to the southern side and safety.
Before they parted for the night they stood together, in a circle
and then, each with his right hand held over his heart said, one to the
other in turn:
‘Salve Davidus, Salve Euan.‛
‘Salve Davidus, Salve Flavio.‛
‘Salve Euan, Salve Flavio.‛
Then together the boys said ‘Salve Bruna, Salve Fleco‛, still with
their right hands over their hearts.
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Chapter 8: Birthday Surprise
Later that night and the next morning the three boys had a big
job trying to explain things to their Mums. They did not want to tell
any fibs exactly but neither did they want to tell everything, or even
anything, about what had happened. They knew that they would be in
really big trouble if they did.
The next afternoon, Davidus‛ Mum Tatiana sent for Flavio‛s Mum
Francia and for Euan‛s Mum Katiana. The Mums compared the three
stories that the boys had told them. And, very importantly, they
discussed the things that each had said that the others had not said.
Soon they had formed at least some idea of what had really happened.
Before they parted they agreed that for the time being each of the
three boys would be confined to their own house so that they could
not meet to try to make their stories fit better.
Tatiana was a shrewd woman who knew how to get the truth out
of Davidus, and soon Davidus eventually gave in, and told his Mum
everything that had happened. Or, at least everything that he knew
about, because he did not really know everything. Davidus had also
realised he had to tell his Mum, because he needed her help to speak
to his Dad about something, about a big promise that he had made and
which he could not keep without his Mum‛s help.
When she had heard the whole story and had checked everything
out with the other Mums, she was very grateful about what Euan had
done. It took her a few a few months to get Aurelius Maximus to agree
to do this, (without telling him everything that had happened of
course), but wives can be very persuasive.
And so, one day it happened. It was on Euan's birthday, in fact,
the day he became nine years old.
Euan and his Mum Katiana and his Dad, Robinus Altimus Scotticus,
were called to a private meeting at the home of the Governor Aurelius
Maximus. There were only a very few special people there, which
included Davidus and Tatiana, and Flavio and his Mum Francia and his
Dad Marcus Fortimus.
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When Euan and his family left, their lives had been changed
forever. His Dad was now a Roman citizen and was now called Robinus
Altimus Scotticus Maximus. His Mum Katiana had also been made a
Roman citizen in her own right; Tatiana had insisted on that. Her new
Roman name was Katania Prudentibus Praeceptus Scotticus.
And Euan, at the age of only nine, also became a Roman citizen.
From that day onwards Euan had a much longer name, for special
occasions:
Euan Robinicus Altimus Scotticus Piscatorus Maximus.
And, because he was a member of Euan‛s household, Fleco also
became an ‘honorary‛ Roman citizen, just like his second best friend,
Bruna.
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The only people who know the whole story, every single thing that
happened, are you who are able to read about it all today, all
these many years after it happened.
You can still see the line of the Roman Wall at a various places
around Bearsden and at the cemetery near Douglas Park Golf
Club. The Roman Baths can be seen on Roman Road and it is well
known that there is a Roman Fort (Castellum Collis) buried under
Castlehill.
There is still a good trout loch not too far from the Roman Wall,
(at a place where you can easily see the hill called the Camel‛s
Hump); it is now called Craigallian Loch.
Perhaps the great-great-great-great-great-great granddaughter of Trottus Enormus is swimming about in it today?
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The Antonine Wall was on the very edge of the Roman Empire,
thousands of miles from Rome where the Emperor lived. In those
days it was called the Valle Antoninus:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antonine_Wall
At that time the name Bearsden was not even thought about.
Everywhere near the Roman Wall was just called Valle Antoninus.
The fort was called Castellum Collis because it was the one of the
most important forts on the Western end of the Roman Wall.
It was built on top of Castlehill because from there, on a good
day, you can see for miles, all the way from the one end of the
Antonine Wall on the River Clyde at Old Kilpatrick almost to the
other end of the Wall on the River Forth.
It was manned by The Sixth Legion of the Roman Army.
Part of it runs under Douglas Park Golf Club, (DPGC)
Two of the golf holes at DPGC are called after the Romans;
One is called simply ‘Wall‛.The other is called ‘The Victorious
VIth‛ (The Victorious Sixth‛)
For its Emblem the Club has adopted the Roman Eagle, perched
on a Roman Wall.
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(The Three Boys of the Wall)

This is a story about three boys called Davidus, Flavio and Euan
who live at Castellum Collis on the Valle Antoninus (the Antonine
Wall).
Davidus has a horse called Bruna and Euan has a dog called Fleco.
Dangerous Pictish people roam about on the northern side of the
Wall and the boys have been forbidden to go there. But they are
disobedient and decide to go to Rubeaquacameli Loch (The Loch of
the Camel’s Hump) to try to catch a huge trout called Trottus
Enormus.
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